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In recent years, we get many new research results on

the subordinate burial pits, gate towers, attendant tombs

and ritual architectures of Yangling Mausoleum of Em-

peror Jing and Duling Mausoleum of Emperor Xuan

of the Western Han Dynasty through our drilling ex-

plorations and excavations.  In this paper, I intend to

present some opinions on the construction concepts of

Western Han imperial mausoleums based on these

results.

In their famous work Guanyu Xihan Diling Xingzhi

zhu Wenti Tantao (An Exploratory Discussion on the

Questions Concerning the Shapes of the Emperors’

Tombs of the Western Han Period), Professors Liu

Qingzhu and Li Yufang suggested that “the imperial

mausoleums of the Western Han Dynasty were con-

structed imitating Chang’an, the capital city of the

Western Han Dynasty”; “the mausoleums of the em-

perors symbolized the Weiyang Palace, and that of the

empresses symbolized the Changle Palace”.  As for

the attendant tombs and mausoleum towns arranged to

the east and north of the mausoleums, Liu and Li ex-

plained as “the reflections of the lives these people

lead in the capital”, where “the area nearby Xuanping

Gate was highly valued by the people living in

Chang’an”and “the neighborhoods close to the north

gate towers of Weiyang Palace were seen as ‘the top-

ranked residence (Jiadi)’.”  However, Professor Zhao

Huacheng believed that “the imperial mausoleums of

the Western Han Dynasty were planned and designed

with the Weiyang Palace as their model.” This point is

rather convincing and found a path to explore the con-

struction concept of the Western Han imperial

mausoleums.

New Clues for Exploring the Construction

Concepts

In the years 1990 through 1994, Han Mausoleum Ar-

chaeological Team of Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Ar-

chaeology discovered the“southern zone”and

“northern zone”of subordinate burial pits in Yangling

mausoleum precinct and conducted large-scale excava-

tion to the subordinate burial pits in the southern zone;

in 1995 through 2000, the Han Yangling Archaeologi-

cal Team of Shaanxi Provincial Institute of Archaeol-

ogy discovered large amounts of subordinate burial pits

in the mausoleum courts of Emperor Jing and his

Empress, as well as in the graveyards of some attendant

tombs, and excavated some pits located in the mauso-

leum court of Emperor Jing.

All of the 15 excavated subordinate burial pits in the

southern and northern zones had military factors.  Large

amounts of painted warrior figurines, weapons of all

types and other battling equipments including that of

infantry, cavalry and chariot troops.  Long-range shoot-

ing weapon (bronze arrowheads and crossbow triggers),

long-shafted fighting weapon (iron Ji-halberds, spears

and Pi-lances) and short weapon (iron swords) could all

be found in these pits.  In the Pits Nos. 2, 16, 17 and 21,

the seals of Cheji Jiangjun (Chariot and Calvary

General), Jun da Youcang (Army’s Grand Right

Granary), Jun Wuku Cheng (Deputy Arsenal Director),

Jun Wuku Bing (Arsenal Guard), Jun Wuku Qi (Arsenal

Weapon Manager) and Zuofu (Left Guard) or other titles

related to military affairs are unearthed.  Because of these

discoveries, the excavators explained these two groups

of subordinate burial pits as “the epitome of the North
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Army of the Han Dynasty;”“these two subordinate

burial pits in the southern and western zones symbol-

ized the two parts of the North Army, or the Left and

Right Wings of the North Army.”  My opinion was that

these two pits might be related to the Western Han’s

South Army and North Army; anyway, “it is indisput-

able that these subordinate burial pits represented, or

symbolized, the army of the Western Han Dynasty.”  11

of the subordinate burial pits in the court of Emperor

Jing’s mausoleum have been excavated, from which

pottery human figurines in various statuses, pottery do-

mestic animal figurines, wooden chariots and horses,

weapons, utensils, tools and grains, meats and textiles

were found.  What important are the seals and clay seals

with inscriptions of Zongzheng (Chamberlain of Impe-

rial Clan), Shaofu (Chamberlain for the Palace Revenues)

and its subsidiaries Daoguan (Reception Officer), Tufu,

Taiguan (Provisioner), Huanzhe (Eunuch), Dong Zhishi

(East Weaving Shop), Yongxiang (Palace Discipline

Service) and other officials such as Weiwei (Chamberlain

for the Palace Garrison) found in these pits.  These un-

earthed artifacts, remains and seal inscriptions confirmed

our suggestions that these pits represented or symbol-

ized these functionaries and organizations.

I believe that the subordinate burial pits were not gen-

erally representing or symbolizing the servants, kitchens,

stables and officials, but were precisely imitating the

palaces, offices and officials by ranks and positions and

representing governmental organizations and facilities

(including troops).  The diversities on spaces, scales and

contents are the reflections of differences in the ranks,

functions and relationships to the imperial power of the

governmental organizations and facilities they repre-

sented or symbolized; therefore, these subordinate burial

pits were the true-to-life reproduce replicas of these or-

ganizations and facilities.

Next, I try to do some analyses and inferences to the

objects symbolized or represented by the components

of Yangling Mausoleum along this way of thinking.

The Symbolisms of the Components of the

Yangling Mausoleum of the Han Dynasty

The extant Yangling Mausoleum precinct, almost six

kilometers long from east to west and one to three kilo-

meters wide from north to south, is roughly in a shape

of gourd, covering an area of about 12 square kilometers.

It consisted of the mausoleum mounds of Emperor Jing,

Empress Wang, the southern and northern zones of sub-

ordinate burial pits, ritual architectures, attendant tomb

zone, Yangling Mausoleum Town and Criminal-Laborer

Cemeteries (Figure 1).

1. The Mausoleum Court.  When we compare Fig-

ures 2 and 3, we can find their identical, similar or coin-

cide features.

First, the Chang’an City, although constructed accord-

ing to the terrains, was in a roughly square plan (the

length from east to west was almost equal to the width

from north to south); the outer enclosing wall of Yangling

Mausoleum precinct, built with rammed earth along the

topography of the terrace, was in a rectangular plan.  The

Chang’an City had three gates on each side, 12 gates in

total; Yangling Mausoleum had one gate on each side,

four gates in total.

Second, Weiyang Palace, where Emperor Jing had been

living, was located in the southwest of Chang’an City,

while the mausoleum mound, where he was buried after

his death, was located in the west of the middle part of

Yangling Mausoleum precinct.  The plans of both the

Palace and the Mausoleum Court were square and en-

closed with wall, on each side of which a gate was opened.

Third, Changle Palace, where Empress Wang had

been living, was located in the southeast of Chang’an

City, while the mausoleum mound, where she was bur-

ied after her death, was located in the north of the east

part of Yangling Mausoleum precinct.  The plans of both

the Palace and the Mausoleum Court were rectangular

and enclosed with wall, on each side of which a gate

was opened.

Fourth, the main gate of Weiyang Palace was the east-

ern gate; the main gates of the mausoleum courts of both

Emperor Jing and Empress Wang were the eastern gates.

Fifth, the eastern and northern gates of Weiyang Pal-

ace had gate towers; the gates of the mausoleum courts

of both the Emperor and Empress also had gate towers.

Sixth, the Chang’an City had regular street systems

leading to all of the palaces and the gates; the Yangling

Mausoleum precinct had “Shendao (sacred ways)”
going out from the four gates to the four due directions

and jiaodao (patrolling paths) surrounding the mauso-

leum precinct.

Seventh, the main ritual architectural complexes built

in the early period of the Western Han Dynasty were in

the south of Chang’an City, and moved to the southern

suburb after the middle period.  The ritual architectural

remains “Luojingshi (Stone of Compass)”was also

located in the south of the Yangling Mausoleum precinct.

The last, to the north of Weiyang and Changle Palaces,

there were Mingguang, Gui, North Palaces and East and
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Figure 2. The drilling distribution of the Yangling Mausoleum of

the Han Dynasty
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Figure 1. The components of the Yangling Mausoleum of the Han Dynasty
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West Markets in the Chang’an City; to the north and

southwest of the Yangling Mausoleum Courts, there

were also many architectural remains discovered.

Through the above comparisons, we confirmed that

the designing of Yangling Mausoleum was influenced

by the planning of Chang’an City, the capital of the

Western Han Dynasty; in other words, the whole

0 500m

N
Yangling Mausoleum precinct was symbolizing and rep-

resenting the Chang’an City, and the mausoleum courts

of Emperor Jing and Empress Wang, the “Stone of

Compass”and the outer enclosing wall were the sym-

bols or reappearances of Weiyang and Changle Palaces,

the ritual architectures and the city wall in the afterworld.

2. The Attendant Tombs.  The attendant tombs of

Yangling Mausoleum were arranged into two zones to

the north and east of the mausoleum court, respectively.

Two attendant tomb complexes were found in the

northern zone, both of which were in square plan; in the

center of each of them was a tomb whose grave was dug

in“φ”-shaped plan and covered with a frustum

mound.  Both of the two tombs had subordinate burial

pits around them and surrounded by ditches (Figure 4).

None of these two tombs was excavated and therefore

the statuses, positions and ranks could not be confirmed

yet; so we can only infer them by the only clues we have:

first, the local people call these two tombs as Feizi Zhong

(Tombs of Imperial Concubines).  Second, these two

tombs were arranged in special locations and designed

in independent units.  Third, these tombs were in “φ”-

shaped plan with two passages.  Fourth, they had more
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Figure 3. The map of Han Chang’an capital city

N

subordinate burial pits than other attendant tombs.  These

situations told us that the occupants of these tombs would

have had special statuses, important positions and high

ranks, which meant that they might be imperial concu-

bines or feudatory princes.  However, considering the

attendant burial rules in Emperor Yuan’s reign, which

was later than Emperor Jing, that “the imperial concu-

bines whose ranks are lower than Wuguan (title of im-

perial concubine whose monthly stipend was 37 hu 

about 84 pecks of grains) could only be buried out of

the Sima Gate (the gate of the enclosing wall of the

Mausoleum precinct)”, the occupants of these two tombs

would have been feudatory princes, or noble people in

similar statuses.

The eastern attendant tomb zone started from about

1100m to the east of the Mausoleum Court of Emperor

Jing, stretched eastward for about 2350m and ended on

the edge of the terrace in Mijiaya Village, Majiawan

Township.  The width of this attendant tomb zone was

about 1500m.  In the middle of this zone, there was a

“shendao (sacred way)”going through from west to east,

which was 110m in width.  On the two sides of this sa-

cred way, large-scale attendant cemeteries arranged or-

derly and symmetrically by it were found.  These cem-

eteries were usually in square plan and surrounded by

ditches; each cemetery usually had one or two T-shaped

or trapezoid-planned main tombs with dome-shaped

mound and subordinate burial pits and small tombs in

varied amounts nearby them, sometimes architectural

remains.  These cemeteries were separated or bordered

by ditches.  So far, more than 100 attendant cemeteries

have been confirmed; plus the zones which have not been

explored, we think that there would be about 200 atten-

dant cemeteries in the Yangling Mausoleum precinct.

The excavated tomb No. 97YPIIYGM130 was located

in the second line to the south of the “sacred way” and

the ninth cemetery counted from the west.  The cem-

etery was 107m long from north to south and 70m wide

from west to east, with two gateways on east and west

side.  The tomb, facing south in orientation of 175°and

consisting of passage, recess and chamber, was in T-

shaped plan 28.5m in length.  In this tomb, more than

100 artifacts made of pottery, stone, bone, iron and

bronze were unearthed, the bronze seal and nine painted

pottery human figurines among which helped us con-

firm the occupant’s status.  The intaglio inscription of

the square bronze seal was “Zhou Ying”.  In Gaozu

Gongchen Hou zhe Nianbiao (Chronological Table of

the Distinguished Followers of Gaozu who became

Marquises) of Shi Ji we did find two people named Zhou

Ying living around Emperor Jing’s reign: the first was

the son of Zhou Xie (the Marquis of Kuaicheng in the

early period of the Western Han Dynasty), who was

entitled as Marquis of Dan and granted a posthumous

title Kang after his death.  The second was the grandson

Figure 4. The attendant tomb M1 to the north zone of Yangling

Mausoleum
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of Zhou Cheng (the Marquis of Gaojing), who was en-

titled Marquis of Sheng in the first year of Emperor Jing’s

Middle Era (149 BCE).  This meant that the occupant of

attendant tomb No. 97YPIIYGM130 was a marquis, any

one Zhou Ying he would be.

Another T-shaped tomb in this line whose occupant

was “Wu Xin”was also excavated.  It was recorded

in Biography of Wu Rui of Han Shu that “Wu Rui, who

had been magistrate of Poyang County of the Qin

Dynasty, was entitled Prince of Changsha, the capital of

which was Linxiang, after Xiang Ji’s death because of

his military merit of breaking through Wuguan Pass with

Emperor Gaozu.  One year later Wu Rui died and was

granted posthumous title Wen.  In the reigns of Emperor

Hui and Empress Dowager Lü, two of Wu Rui’s sons

were entitled marquises and were succeeded by their

descendants for several generations.” In Hui Jing jian

Hou zhe Nianbiao (Chronological Table of the Marquises

during the Reigns of Emperors Hui to Jing) of Shi Ji,

the record “the seventh year of the Later Era (of Em-

peror Wen) was the first year of Marquis of Gong, who

was Wu Xin”under the “Twenty-three Marquises en-

titled in Emperor Wen’s Reign” was also found.  This

confirmed that Wu Xin, the occupant of this attendant

tomb, was descendant of Wu Rui, the Prince of

Changsha, and Marquis of Gong.

Several bronze vessels including Zhong-wine jar,

Fang-square wine jar and basin were unearthed from

attendant tomb No. 97YPIYGM144 in the first line to

the south of the “sacred way”.  On the Zhong-wine jar,

an inscription reading “Panyi Jia Tong Zhong rong Shi

dou Zhong Sawu jin di’er Jia Gong zao (the bronze

Zhong-wine jar no. 2 of Panyi’s Family, with a capacity

of ten dou and weighing thirty-five jin, is made by home

bronze smith)”is found.  Perhaps similar to “Yangxin

Jia”, Panyi Jia would also have been the title of a mar-

quis or a princess.  However, we did not find records

about Panyi Jia in historic literature.

Zhou Ying, Wu Xin and Panyi Jia, whose tombs were

found in Yangling Mausoleum precinct, as well as the

historic records about the attendant burials of Li Cai,

who was Marquis of Le’an, and Su Jian, who was gov-

ernor of Dai Prefecture, all proved that the occupants of

the large-scaled attendant tombs with independent grave-

yards were high-ranked nobles, such as marquises, prin-

cesses and prefecture governors.

According to the published archaeological data, there

have been several dozens of tombs of feudatory princes

and their wives excavated so far; the prince couples were

usually buried separately in different graves; on the

ground of the tombs, there were usually frustum mounds,

graveyards, sacrifice offering shrines and attendant

tombs; under the ground, there were structures inten-

tionally imitating the palace architectures, including

Zigong (coffin chambers constructed of Chinese catalpa

wood), Bianfang (living room), Huangchang Ticou

(frame arch of cypress), or the central chambers, side

and wing chambers and corridors, and “outer storage

chambers (Wai Cang Guo)”showing the palaces, of-

fices and the positions and posts of the officials.  These

burial components all confirmed that the tombs of the

feudatory princes were built “with the capital city as

the model”.

About a dozen of marquis tombs have been found so

far; their shapes and layouts were similar to those of

feudatory princes, but in smaller scale and simpler

facilities.  These tombs usually had round or oval mound,

square or rectangular graveyard and architectures, or

“outer storage chambers (Wai Cang Guo)”.

The rank of “Er Qian dan (Two Thousand dan, of-

ficial whose monthly salary was 120 hu– about 270 pecks

of grains)” was the highest rank of local officials in the

Han Dynasty, whose post was Jun Taishou (prefecture

governor) or Duwei (defender-in-general).  There have

not been Western Han tombs whose occupants confirmed

to be “Er Qian dan”found to date, but by the ritual

rules, the evolution tendency of the types and styles of

“Er Qian dan”burials would be similar to that of the

marquis tombs.

As mentioned above, we think that the tomb courts

of feudatory princes was symbolizing and representing

the capitals of their realms at least, or even their whole

realms.  By the same reason, we can infer that the mar-

quises’ tomb courts were symbols of their fiefs, and the

graveyards of the tombs of princesses and governors

were symbols of the towns or prefectures belonging to

them or governed by them.  In other words, these atten-

dant cemeteries in Yangling Mausoleum precinct were

the embodiments in reduced scales of the princedoms,

marquis fiefs, prefectures and towns in the embodiment

of the Western Han Empire.

What noticeable is that, seen from the territory map

of the Western Han Dynasty, most of the princedoms,

marquis fiefs, prefectures and towns were located to the

east of Chang’an, the capital of the Western Han Empire;

accordingly, most of the attendant tombs and cemeter-

ies were also arranged to the east of the mausoleum

courts of Emperor Jing and Empress Wang.
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The Construction Concept of the Western Han

Imperial Mausoleums

Our conclusion drawn based on the above analyses is:

the construction blueprint of Yangling Mausoleum was

the whole Western Han Empire, and Yangling Mauso-

leum was built as an imitation of the Western Han Em-

pire in reduced scale.  By this logic, we can suggest that

the Changling, Anling and Baling mausoleums, which

were built earlier than Yangling, and Maoling, Pingling,

Duling, Yanling, Weiling and Yiling, which were built

later than Yangling, were all designed and constructed

in this model; what different were only the scales, the

number of facilities and other trivial details.  Every one

of these mausoleums was an “independent mausoleum”
with its own complete facility sets and prefect functions

planned and designed in similar concept with that of

Yangling Mausoleum.

What we have to emphasize here is that, the

“imitation” we called here does not mean the complete

copying of the Western Han Empire but just a concep-

tualized and idealized model of it.

This construction concept was not created or invented

by the Western Han Emperors out of air.  As early as in

the Neolithic Age, the people buried animals, whole or

by parts, and pottery utensils into the tombs to show the

richness of the tomb occupants; as for the clan and tribe

leaders, their tombs had jades buried besides of the ani-

mals and pottery wares to show their power in addition

to the wealth.  In the Three Dynasties – Xia, Shang and

Zhou, the noble people, represented by the Kings and

Fief Lords, not only buried large amounts of bronzes,

jades, gold wares, lacquer wares, pottery wares and so

on to exhibit their statuses, powers and wealth, but also

buried human beings, horse, dog or other domestic ani-

mals to serve them and to keep them lead glorious lives

in the afterworld.  The intention to design the general

plan of the mausoleum precinct as symbol of the pal-

aces or capitals of the living rulers “had been some-

how reflected in the Duke Cemeteries of the State of

Qin in Zhiyang, the Mausoleums of the Kings of the

State of Zhongshan in Pingshan County and of the Kings

of the State of Zhao in Handan City, Hebei Province

and the Mausoleums of the Kings of the State of Wei

in Huixian City, Henan Province, and some other in-

dependent mausoleums, although in rather simple

forms.”  The designing of Qin Shihuang’s Mausoleum

succeeded this concept and extended to “Gong Guan

Baiguan (offices and posts dedicated to each of Qin’s

officials)”, “Qiqi Zhenguai (exotic vessels and fan-

tastic treasures)”, “Bai Chuan Jiang He Dahai (Rivers

and Sea)”, even “Shang ju Tianwen, Xia ju Dili

(decorating ceiling with figures of celestial bodies, and

the floor with landscape views)”.

From symbolizing wealth and power in the Neolithic

Age, via representing statuses, political powers and

wealth in the Three Dynasties, symbolizing the capitals

and palaces of the living rulers in the Warring-States

Period and imitating the vast world by “decorating ceil-

ing with figures of celestial bodies, and the floor with

landscape views”or so-called “actually imitating the

structure of the universe”in the Qin Shihuang’s

Mausoleum, to imitating and symbolizing the empire in

the reality in the Western Han Dynasty, the evolution of

mausoleum construction (or burial designing) concep-

tion in and before the Western Han Dynasty experienced

five stages.  Anyway, its ideological root is just the

thought of “serving the dead just like the alive” of ide-

alist view on life and death absolutely opposite to that

of “getting with birth and leaving with death” of mate-

rialist view on life and death.  In the first three stages,

the central motive of the burial designing concepts was

to make the burial occupants enjoy the wealthy and glo-

rious lives had lead after their death; since the Qin

Dynasty, it developed into to keep and to continue the

ruling powers to their realms after their death and to

“deliver the merits and virtues of the ancestors to the

future generations forever.”

Supplements

When we talk about the symbolisms of the components

of Yangling Mausoleum, we did not mention the Crimi-

nal-Laborer Burials and the mausoleum towns.  The two

reasons for us not to do that are:

1. When we talk about the components of Yangling

Mausoleum, we listed the Criminal-Laborer Burials as

one of them, because they were created during the con-

struction of Yangling Mausoleum and because of it.

Objectively, the Criminal-Laborer Burials reflected the

miserable suffering of the Xingtu (criminal-laborers) who

was forced to participate in the mausoleum construction,

but from the angle of mausoleum planning, these crimi-

nal-laborer burials were not intentionally designed as

parts of the mausoleum.

2. It is recorded in Xiao Jing Benji (Biography of

Emperor Jing) of Shi Ji, “in the summer of the fourth

year (of Emperor Jing’s reign) ... In the second ninth

month, changed the name of Yiyang into Yangling;””
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in the third month of the fifth year (of Emperor Jing’s

reign), started to build Yangling Mausoleum and bridges

across the Wei  River.  In the fifth month, recruited

people to move to Yangling Mausoleum Town, and ap-

propriated two hundred thousand cashes to settle them

down”and in Han Shu, “in the first month of the fifth

year (of Emperor Jing’s reign), started to build Yangling

Mausoleum Town.  In the summer, recruited people to

move to Yangling Mausoleum Town, and appropriated

two hundred thousand cashes for settling them down.”
Both historic records showed that the Yangling Mauso-

leum and the mausoleum town were started to build

roughly at the same time, and sometimes the name

“Yangling Mausoleum”might refer to the town.  This

means that both by the building process and by the con-

struction designing and planning, the Yangling Mauso-

leum Town was definitely one component of the

Yangling Mausoleum Precinct.  However, compared to

the mausoleums of the Emperor and the Empress, the

ritual architectures, the accompanying burying pits and

attendant tombs, Yangling Mausoleum Town was a spe-

cial one: the former ones represented the death,

afterworld and phantasm, while the latter represented

the life, this world and reality.  The former ones con-

sisted of an imaginary realm brought by the dead em-

peror with him into the afterworld, but the latter one

was a physical city existing on the ground with a popu-

lation of more than 100,000 people.  Considering the

mausoleum towns’ functions of attending and manag-

ing the mausoleum precincts, we would rather regard

the mausoleum towns of the Han Dynasty as a link be-

tween the Western Han Empire in this world and the

afterworld realm in the minds of the emperors and a

bridge across the earth and the heaven than regard them

as a part of the imperial mausoleum precincts.
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